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Before Installing Genesis Weather 
There must be some things in your project already done prior to installing Genesis Weather since 

it uses a lot of standard Unity. 

Install Unity Standard Effects (this should really be part of your project creation list) 

 

Make the GlobalFog.cs script public  (not certain why Unity does not have this as public in the 

first place) 

 

Now Install Genesis Weather 

The Demo scene breaks upon import. Global Fog is losing the reference on the _MainCamera. To 

fix this…Add the GlobalFog script to the Script Field as shown below. Then click the Gear and 

choose Reset and set up as shown on Page 31. 
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Introduction 

Genesis Weather has been designed from the ground up to simulate a fairly realistic 
weather system per scene/game. Unlike all other weather systems you can find, Genesis 

Weather works for Any Planet, not just earth. You have complete control over how your 
weather should behave in your Scene/Game. 

  
Genesis Weather also gives you fully functioning dynamic particle systems and audio 

that look and sound excellent. Since you have full source of everything you change swap 
out and change whatever you like. The choice is yours. Genesis Weather uses only minor 

shader adjustments to Standard Unity 5 shaders (Clouds/Stars are the exception). This 
means that during Unity updates there are far less chance of things breaking. Again, you 

have full source so chip away and change if you wish. 
  

Unity 5 Versions Recommended: v5.4.0+ 
Compatible Versions: 

v5.1.2 & v5.2.2 (You will need to revert/re-calibrate the Particle Systems 

v5.3.4+ 
 

This is a mammoth system that handles All Sun and Weather. It has taken well over 
1,500 hours to get fully working the way it should and be very well optimized. This also 

took an improvement from Unity itself to truly become what it needed to be. 
  

This is part of my Community Initiative to give very high quality easy to integrate 
products to the Unity Community for Free. Yes...that means...Full Source and Fully 

Working...no trial periods...no BS. If you like this product a donation to Olander (me) 
will be greatly appreciated. Recommended Donation Amount is $65 for this. 

  
Please see the Stand Sure Studio link below for other available and soon to be available 

products. 
  

Donations and files at the link below. 
Details Link: Coming Soon 
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Features 
o Full Source C# 

o Full PDF Manuals that are full detailed with pictures and Step by Step Instructions 

 Weather Manager Window that may be docked for ease of use. 

 Easy Setup with the click of a button and a couple drag to slots. 
o Default Setup is the Temperate Climate (most common) 

o Designed to be Stand Alone...meaning very easy Integration into your own projects. 

 External Connections to proper variables are very simple...including database 

requirements. 
o Dynamic Humidity and Temperature Simulation 

 Humidity controls most everything. This is based upon Relative Humidity and simple 
calculations have been done to keep the math simple and performance up. 

 Temperature dictates Rain, Rain and Snow Mix (+/- 1 Degree of 0), Snow 

 Cold Fronts condense air and cause precipitation 

 Warm Fronts expand air to hold more moisture 

o Simple Enable of Simulation for External Real World Humidity and Temperature control 
o Celsius and Fahrenheit Temperatures in single decimal format. All calculations are in 

Celsius with automatic conversion 

o Weather Zones that will change only the area they occupy in your scene. Great for 
Swamps and Mountains. 

 These basically override the global weather in the scene. 

 You may use as many of these as you wish. 

 These may also be network sync'd easily. 
o Dynamic Sun Lighting and Intensity 

 Yellow (Earth), Blue, and Red Suns/Stars provided as defaults 

o Dynamic Sun Rise and Sun Set Coloring 

o Dynamic Clouds with full color grading based upon Sun Light conditions 

 Note: Volumetric 3D clouds were pulled because of rendering issues 

 There are 10 Cloud Patterns, 5 Noise Options to make a very large variety of 

clouds. 

 Clouds change at Night then color synchronize with weather level at Sun Rise 

o Dynamic Sky Haze with both Static Override Haze and Event based 

o Directional Cloud Movement based upon Wind Direction and Velocity 

 Clouds may be Rotated instead for simple situations 

o Dynamic Atmospheric Fog 

 Grey (standard), Icy, and Dusty provided as defaults. 
o Dynamic Ground Fog 

o Dynamic Bloom 

o Dynamic Depth of Field 

o Dynamic Rain, Snow, and Sleet (2 Rain Audio Files) 

o Dynamic Thunder (16 Audio Files) 

o Dynamic Lightning and Flashes (3 Sets of Lightning...a lot of variety) 

o Multiple Moons with Orbit and Axis rotations in either Clockwise or Counter-Clockwise 
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Volumetric Clouds and Sun Shafts…Notes 
Volumetric Clouds. There is really no good way to render the particles to get proper Sun Rise and Sun Set 

coloring of these. I made some really decent looking versions of these but just could not get them right. If 

the scene was more static (no day/night cycle) they work fine. Performance would be left for desktops 

since there are A Lot of particles being used. If you want to try to make them yourself you can use either 

my particle fog or ground fog to make them. Simply make them a cone with a 15deg angle and matrix 

them into a large rectangle. You will need roughly 25 of these particle fog cones with 15-17 active at any 

time inside the rectangle. Now simply move the rectangle across the sky at an elevation of your choosing. 

In a Medium Cloudy Day you could easily have 25-30 of these rectangles floating about in the sky. 

Note: In testing with v5.4 it rendered very nicely but you could see the rendering pipeline being chewed to 

bits with these. We are not quite there yet technically. 

 

Future Support/Addition: 

1) Volumetric Particle Clouds...actually work if in a static lighted scene. Since I created a weather system 

for any planet that also has Day/Night then I cannot offer them to the table....even with known caveats. I 

would get sucked into supporting and working around Unity particle limitations and custom shaders. 

 

2) Pseudo Volumetric Spherical Clouds...these are much better performance but look like crap when flying 

through them. Rendering these is tricky during Sun Rise and Sun Sets as well. Also since we are dealing 

with transparency in the spheres they just don't layer quite right during rendering. Close but in the 

end....just not right. 

 

3) Layered Plane Volumetric Clouds...these look great from the ground and move with ease. They also 

render quite nicely...however...they are not acceptable for Fly Through applications because once you get 

into the clouds they look like Cloud Sandwiches.  

 

v5.4+ in Unity has marked improvements in rendering...which gives us a chance with Volumetric Clouds 

#1. If the particles are changed a bit we may have a chance at finally having these for Day/Nights. 

 

2) Sun Shafts. They do indeed work. Although I will not have them in the control scheme but they are 

fairly simple to add. This is a very subtle effect with respect to the clouds. This script adds some really 

nice shafts in forests and interiors. See the next post for the picture....also showing the clouds can be 

scaled smaller. 

- Add the Unity Sun Shafts to the MainCamera 

- Add an Empty Object and position this above all the Genesis Weather meshes. This Empty can move 

between ~10:00-14:00 vertically above the meshes 

- Drag this empty to the Shafts Caster slot in the Sun Shafts MainCamera script. 

- Set the intensity 15-20-ish 
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Genesis Weather Scripts Note 
All scripts are in C# without DLLs for you to deal with. There are two Include Scripts that handle 

the editor functions and Genesis Weather Functions. Many of the Genesis Weather Functions 

have been replicated with and ORW_ prefix from my Genesis Framework Overlay. This was so 

that Genesis Weather could be used 100% stand alone. 

There is a massive amount of code that has a lot of sequencing order and interactivity between 

various components and objects. This leaves quite a number of public variables exposed that 

some programmers seem to have a dislike for. Where possible the variables have been set to 

private but some have been purposely left as public for you to be able to play and figure out 

what the heck is going on.  

This is an extremely complicated weather simulation but with deep intent to group and make 

consistent the processes so they ‘feel’ familiar. 

Lastly, every script is set to run as fast as it possibly can. Every bit of code is designed with 

intent on only running when it has to run. This requires some things to run in the Update Event 

every scan while others are simply fine running every 10 seconds. Very close consideration is 

given to each item. 

In the end we have a very finely tuned system that simply works and will not affected the 

performance of your game because of bad/lazy coding practices. 

Coding Prefixing 
g…  :: Genesis related item or script 

You will notice below that every Variable is Type Prefixed to let you know exactly what this 

variable means. I learned this while programming in C and stuck with it. In Unity the inspector 

auto Capitalizes and places a space for variables. At first I did not like this but in the end it looks 

fine. The first letter tells what the Variable Formatting is. 
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Genesis Weather Scene Objects 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

All items are prefixed with an underscore (_) to let me know 

that these are Game Objects that are Containers for 

something else of purpose. 

Weather Master: This controls the scene weather globally. 

There can only be 1 of these per scene. 

Weather Zone: This controls the scene weather at specific 

locations in the scene. This is a spherical trigger that 

overwrites what the Player is seeing. There may be as many 

of these as needed in a scene. 

Player: This is an object that holds all the Player Attributes 

and data that stays with the animated model. This varies from 

design to design but in the end this is the object the weather 

system interacts with and the camera ends up following. 

Weather Follower: This follows the Player Object and holds 

all the Particle Effects. This is a very nice performance saver 

and still is able to give a nice sense of distance to the weather 

effects. 

Moon: These are an Equirectangular UV sphere made in 

Blender. These can be any Planet actually and not just a 

Moon. These can orbit the scene in Clockwise or Counter-

Clockwise as well as Axis Rotation in the same manner. Each 

Moon is individually configured. 

Sun Shafts Caster: Although not part of the weather system 

control scheme this shows how to add a decent sun shafts to 

the weather. This is a subtle effect in regards to the clouds 

since there are quite a bit of transparency at play here. The 

effect still works fine. Where things really get nice is in forests 

and interiors. 

Genesis Compass Note: 

Z = North 

X = East 

Y = Up 

Sun Always Rises in the 

East and Sets in the West. 

Planetary Tilt Angle is 

Always South. 
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Step by Step Setup of Genesis Weather 
Open the Genesis Weather Manager 

 

Now Rename the Player and Main Camera fields to what the names of yours are. 

If you have moved the folders around you will need to update the current path data fields. If not 

they are ready. 

Now click the Add Weather To Scene button. Done. We can now configure the scene for the 

Climate. 
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Lighting Window 
Open up the Lighting Window and change where I have shown below. 

  

You can set this window up in 

many ways. I have this set up 

so that Realtime GI is mainly 

used. 
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Climate Configurations 

Click on _WeatherMaster in the hierarchy then look at the inspector. Once you have 
done this a few times you can configure these fairly quickly. 

 

 
  

You can see the upper portion of Weather Master 

(Weather Zones are configured the same way) the 

variables to be set as well as all of the data that you 

may use for your interfaces and data storage. 

Please see the next page for the climate configurations 

on one page. 

Notes: 

Humidity: considered Relative Humidity 

Humidity Required to Precipitate: Equal or below this 

amount the air is no longer able to sustain precipitation. 

The current Cold Front will be shut down and a Warm 

Front will be generated. 

In Cold Front: this tells you that the air in condensing 

and will likely cause precipitation if there is enough 

humidity in the air. 

In Warm Front: this tells you that the air is absorbing 

moisture and will not cause precipitation. 

Front Duration: this is how many 10 second intervals 

until the next front change. The front changes are 

dynamic so there could be many warms or colds linked 

together end to end. 

o Front Duration Min: Minimum Length of a Front 

o Front Duration Max: Maximum Length of a Front 

Current Season: There are always 4 seasons in a year. 

Weather Level: the relative strength of the current 

weather. 

Once done with Climate 

Configurations return to the 

Weather Manager 
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Temperature Zone (All Degrees in Celsius) is the Climate Zone of an Area 
1 - Tropical 12 Months Warm 20 to 50 

2 - Subtropical 8 Months Warm 20 to 35, 4 at 15 to 25 
3 - Temperate 8 Months at 15 to 30, 4 at 2 to -10 

4 - Cool 8 Months at 10 to 20, 4 at 10 to -5 
5 - Cold 4 Months 5 to 10, 8 at 5 to -30 

6 - Polar 12 Months -5 to -50 
Default int 3 

 
Precipitation Class is the Precipitaion Zone of an Area 

0 - Arid - No Rain (even if Humidity is set) 
1 - Semi Arid - Slight Summer Rain 

2 - Arid Oceanic - Slight Winter Rain 
3 - Oceanic - Winter Rain, Dry Summer 

4 - Tropical - Summer Rain, Dry Winter 

5 - Temperate - Rain in all Seasons 
Default int 5 

  
Minimum Temperature for the Area 

Default float 15.0 
Range -50.0 to 50.0 (capped by Temperature Zone) 

  
Maximum Temperature for the Area 

Default int 25.0 
Range -50 to 50 (capped by Temperature Zone) 

  
Area Water Content (in Percent) 

Determines Fog and Clouds and helps tweak Precipitation 
Default int 20 (% Water) 

Range 0 to 100 

  
NOTE: More than 40 will make it very likely to rain all the time 

  
Hemisphere 

For North (N) or South (S) of Equator 
Default string N 
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Weather Master and Weather Zone 
The Weather Master is the Scene Global Weather. This is everywhere.  

To make for influenced areas there are what is called a Weather Zone. These are exactly the 

same as a Weather Master except they are Distance based from the Weather Follower. There are 

no triggers to deal with so they simply work.  

How does this work? 

The Weather Follower reads the Nearest Weather Zone if one exists. In the Weather Zone there 

are 2 configurations that the Weather Master does not have…Influence Distance and Elevation 

Required. So the Weather Follower (which is tightly following the Player/Client) gets the distance 

to the Weather Zone then also the Vertical Distance (Y) to see if they are both within the 

Weather Zone’s configuration. If so then the Weather Follower begins transitioning to the 

Weather Zone values…smoothly over a short time. 

Weather Data for GUIs and such: For your client GUIs you will want to take the data from 

the Weather Follower. It automatically transitions from the Weather Master and the nearest 

Weather Zone (the active one). If your design needs more weather information then the 

Weather Follower is where you will want to add it. Simply follow the two script functions I have 

set up in gWeatherFollower.cs 

The Weather Zone also has Visualizer Sphere with it that is scaled by the variables. This help 

with placing them where you want them. Simply turn the visualizer renderer off when done. 

Designer Note: Something really interesting about Weather Zones is that they can move via 

script if a designer wants them too. As they move Weather Followers will detect them and do 

what is necessary if within the range configurations on the moving zone. Which of course…the 

influence variables may also be changed dynamically to make them larger or smaller all at 

runtime. ;) 

See the next page for setting up and adding the Weather Zone to the scene. 
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To Add Weather Zones to your Scene 

 Add a Unity Tag:  WeatherZone 

 Drag a _WeatherZone  into the scene 

 Now Check the _WeatherZone  Prefab to make certain the tag is populated. Click Apply in 

inspector. 

 
 Turn the Visualizer On in Inspector 

 Now set the Influence Distance and Influence Distance Elevation values. The Visualizer will 

scale to these values. 

 Set your Weather Zone Number to something unique in your scene. Can be sequentially if 

you want but just needs to be unique. 

 

 Now position the Weather Zone where you want it to have influence. 

 Configure the Climate of the Weather Zone in the same fashion as the Weather Master 

 The Weather Zone is now ready 

 Rinse and Repeat 
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Sun Light Settings 
Here you can set up your Sun Light Settings.  

Note..Planetary Tilt is in the group above this. 
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Sun Flare 
There are two sun flares provided in Genesis Weather. They are modifications of the Unity sun 

flare. Genesis Weather does a really nice job of controlling the Sun Flare size, color, and 

intensity during Day/Night cycles and cloud conditions. However, there are still rendering issues 

that cannot be solved without Unity changing some things. There is also a noticeable ‘Pop’ when 

the Flare is being turned off. 

For my personal use of Genesis Weather I have made a custom set up to only use the Sun Flares 

on Clear or Light Cloudy days. The skeleton is there for you to configure how you like with a little 

scripting. Some will simply not use them at all because of the terrible Pop when it turns off. 

Use at your own discretion. 
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Clouds 
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Wind 
You can control wind directly instead of letting the simulation generate wind for you. See 

gWeatherWind.cs for the code and variables. Wind affects the speed and angle the Clouds move 

across the sky. 
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Fog 
There are two types of Fog that make for really good fog in your scene. They are both dynamic 

and work in tandem. Unity Global Fog does work but the rendering is still not right. It needed 

some help to get it even back to Unity 4 standards which was very acceptable. So I made a very 

nice particle fog to go along with the Global Fog. The result is very good. Please note that this is 

different from the Ground Fog.  

 

See next page for continuation 
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Fog Continued: 
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Rain and Snow (Precipitation) 
Depending upon system design you will most likely have to calibrate the emission rates of both 

of these to suit your deployment devices. For medium to higher end PC/Mac these are calibrated 

to be very solid. 
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Lightning 
There are a total of 12 different lightning bolts (4 per particle) for you to use and even make 

more from these as templates. The location of the lightning is also random with flash variable 

durations and pulses as well. The lightning actually looks like it is coming from the clouds. 

 

 

Thunder 
The Thunder here was recorded by myself while I lived in Texas USA. They were recorded in 

Mono and made into Stereo using Audacity. They have been provided in WAV format. 
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Time and Data 
If Genesis Time exists Genesis Weather will automatically use that as the time keeper to 

generate Day and Night hours (percentages). If it does not exist then you can configure this in 

the Sky Testing Group in the Weather Manager. These are relayed to the gWeatherSunCycle.cs 

script to process a ‘Time Cycle’. 

Genesis Weather has been fully designed for Any Planet not just earth. It will accommodate 

any day length as well as longer or short days or nights within that day. Genesis Time will do 

exactly this as well. 

You may find Genesis Time here: http://standsurestudio.com/index.php/unity/olanders-genesis-

time-control 

 

  

http://standsurestudio.com/index.php/unity/olanders-genesis-time-control
http://standsurestudio.com/index.php/unity/olanders-genesis-time-control
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Data Persistence 
You are more than welcome to use a database solution that meets your needs. Genesis Weather 

was built with using the Genesis Database as the database of choice. Easy Save from the Unity 

Asset Store is a great choice that is easy to use. You can easily convert the code functions in the 

Genesis Database to whatever syntax you desire within the functions. I have personally used 

MySQL, SQLite3, iBoxDB, Easy Save, and Genesis Database with success from the exact same 

database functions. 

Genesis Database: http://standsurestudio.com/index.php/unity/olanders-genesis-database-

system 

Easy Save: www.assetstore.unity3d.com/en/#!/content/768 

I have Not included Genesis Database with Genesis Weather. If you plan on using data storage 

you will need to go into gWeatherMaster.cs and gWeatherZone.cs to uncomment the areas that 

have the database function calls. 

  

http://standsurestudio.com/index.php/unity/olanders-genesis-database-system
http://standsurestudio.com/index.php/unity/olanders-genesis-database-system
http://www.assetstore.unity3d.com/en/#!/content/768
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Networking 
Genesis Weather has been fully designed for networking with ease. Also added is a nice feature 

that you need to turn On the Simulation. What this means is that now external real world data 

can drive the simulation by simply writing in Humidity and Temperature C. There are other 

variables you may control directly as well to get even more real world influence into the 

simulation. 

In fact Genesis Weather has been designed to work as both Single Player and Multiplayer out of 

the box. Multiplayer does require framework code to get the data from the Master Server to 

overwrite the Client data on intervals to keep everything in sync. I have my own framework to 

do this but it has been removed from this version of Genesis Weather. I will give you a hint on 

how I structured the framework from the ground up. 

My system is such…it is called the _Module and is directly carried over from Bioware’s Aurora 

Engine from Neverwinter Nights 1 Toolset. This _Module is created in Scene 1 and will exist in all 

scenes (Do Not Destroy On Load). This makes it easy for Global Things to exist and continue to 

run on a Server and Clients. In regards to Weather you will use this technique to keep weather 

in a scene running even when the scene is unloaded. This is part of the Networking Set Up. 

TIP: I have successfully set this up in Unity 4 Pro, Unity 5 (Free and Pro), and UE4. This 

technique works flawlessly and is very optimized for performance. 

In regards to Genesis Weather…. 

If the Weather Masters should continue to function with no clients in the scene then you will 

want to make 1 gWeatherMaster_<NAME_SUFFIX>.cs  and place each of these in the _Module. 

Then in each of these scripts you would simply send the variables to the Scene Weather Master 

once it finishes loading. In this way the weather will continue even when cleaned up from 

memory. This is a very specific game design task so I give the variables to do with them how 

you wish.    

TIP: Scenes may also be Synced in such a way. Simply choose which Scene is the master and 

set any number of scenes to it. 

Data is set up to be easily networked. Since there are many methods to network the method is 

left up to the designer. Data is synced with each Weather Master directly since each Scene has 

its own. 

1) Your Dedicated Server is running and the particular Scene Weather Master script is also 

running when Clients are in the scene. Then simply sync the variables to the Client to overwrite 

what they have locally. Their local Weather Master will set up the visuals and process the 

particle effects based upon these commands.  
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Variables to Network, Save, and Control. There are many other variables that may be controlled 

directly. Experiment around and have some fun with this to see what you can do! 

 

TIP: 

gWeatherLightning.bProcess = true; 

gWeatherThunder.bProcess = true; 

 

*These last two will make Thunder and Lightning happen at the same time across the network. 

The actual sound of Thunder and the location of Lightning is still random....but they will not 

break immersion. 
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Planetary Tilt 
Earth's axial tilt or obliquity varies from 24.5 degrees to 22.1 degrees over the course of a 

41,000-year cycle. The current angle is 23.4 degrees. This is according NOAA. 

So how do we simulate this then not only stop there but also simulate the event horizons of 

going further north or south where the sun arc across the sky is different? Not only that….but 

now do that for Any Planet! What the F*** Olander! Why O Why! Well…I can do this! I will 

show you how this can be done and what this means for you! 

First we need to be reminded of Right Angle Geometry and Tangent of Angles. If you notice in 

the formulae that if we set the b to 1 and use TanA of 23.4 we actually get a ratio that we can 

use over and over again at any length of b (planet radius) we want. Yes Olander…get on with it 

already! Right! Well…now that we have the ratio as the Sun becomes Higher above the Horizon 

We know where is has to get to...so using this ratio…including the angle…gives us the Offset 

from Center required to simulate the Sun Arcing across the sky. 

Note: The Planetary Angle is always angled South. It keeps the math simple and it is simple to 

accommodate inverted angles since the scene is Flat. :) 

Lastly…you can control this value dynamically. You simply change the Angle of Planet Tilt any 

time you want and the sun will arc based on that tilt. In Genesis Weather we are simply 

controlling the rotational angle and tilt of the directional light. The accuracy of this is very close 

(the error is easy to calc and it consistent at all values) to actual and we keep with very simple 

math formulas. Right Triangles can solve everything! ;) 

 

 

 

  

b 

A 

Real World Use:  

In Radio Telemetry I use this technique often when trying 

to solve if Radio Bubbles will interact with one another. 

The Right Triangle with a Tangent Ratio makes this process 

really easy to get close enough to be very reliable 

communications via data radios. 
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Clouds, Cloud Meshes and the Star Dome 
These are custom meshes that have been set up in Blender for a 10km x 10km terrain. This is 

quite large. These meshes with the custom shaders will work nicely with any scene size smaller 

than this. Even on scenes up to 25km x 25km can be done but texture stretching does start to 

appear. The best quality is 10km and below. 

There are 3 Cloud Layers. To get the effect of color like the clouds in the sky do the Lower 

Clouds are Greys Based where the Middle and Upper layers are allowed to be colored by the Sun 

Rise and Sun Set colors. The result is fantastic. 

The very upper layer is called an Atmospheric Haze layer. When you look up in the sky and see 

that nice clear blue on some days and then some flat cloudy light haze…this is Atmospheric 

Haze. I simulate this with Humidity and Cloud Haze Event. This event is checked at each quarter 

of day light. So it could possibly happen 4 times each day light time frame. Cloud haze goes 

away more at night so I simply reset it if one is happening and not let it happen during the night 

time hours. 

Outside of the Haze Layer is an empty void for the Moons to orbit in. 

Outside of this is finally the Star Dome. This blends in to visual view shortly after Sun Set and 

blends away again shortly before Sun Rise. If there is a fully cloudy sky most patterns do have a 

peep hole in them. 

Clouds move across the sky based upon Wind Velocity and Direction. This is in Meters Per 

Second (MPS) with an auto conversion to Miles Per Hour. Wind is usually West to East so that is 

what is simulated in the Wind Script. However…the clouds do not care at all. Simply feed them a 

direction and velocity and they will move. I have set the calculated ratios for wind pulses to 

42.6mps which translated into the clouds is really moving. Try out some different values in 

testing and see for yourself in the Wind Testing Group in the Weather Manager. 
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Moons and Orbiting Spheres 
I have provided 8 excellent Moons that are ready to play. Just drag one from the Prefabs folder 

to the hierarchy and click on it. Here in the Inspector you can configure the Moon how you 

desire. Each UV Sphere is designed for Equirectangular 4096x2048 type textures. You can find 

planets and other types of these textures from NASA’s website. There is a slight amount of 

pinching at the poles but it is acceptable. 

 

  

gStarDome 

Cloud Meshes 

You can see that the Moons live 

between the Cloud Meshes and 

the Star Dome. As long as the 

Moons are not exactly the same 

size if they move through each 

other they still look fine. 

Note: If you make the Moon 

Really Large and it intersects 

with either of the Cloud or Star 

Meshes the rendering of the 

Moon will act strangely. 

Probably to do with Unity not 

able to sort out the 

transparency and ordering. Not 

sure….but it happens. Simply 

enlarge the Star Dome to 

relieve this intersection and 

move the X Position of the 

Moon Mesh so that there are no 

intersections with meshes. 
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Camera and Image Effects 
I have set up a very nice camera for visual clarity in the Genesis Weather Demo scene. You may 

use this if you wish or make your own. Genesis Weather does use a couple of the effects from 

Weather Master and Weather Zone. Unity has decided to mesh things up with the new Cinematic 

Effects. They have used a new Include File for the effects but did not change the name of many 

of them. Which means mixing and matching the new ones with the old ones is a no go. Some of 

the Old Effects are not included in the New Effects. So gathering these by script is only possible 

by using one or the other like so….. 

 

Camera Setup: I use Fantastic in the Player Settings to calibrate and test everything. 

 

The ordering of camera effects. This gives excellent results. 
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Antialiasing: 

 

Bloom Optimized: Dynamically Controlled in Weather Master (Optional) 

 

Depth of Field: Dynamically Controlled in Weather Master (Optional). If not using this Option 

then I will usually set the Aperture to 0.85 

 

Tonemapping: I turn this on and off depending upon scenarios. I have stuck with the setting 

below for a long time now and it works with everything and looks good. 
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Global Fog: Dynamically Controlled in Weather Master (Optional). Global Fog in Unity 5 is a real 

tricky and finicky beast…and it is Still Not Right. So below is good enough with Particle Fog to 

help out. Height is Dynamically Controlled. I rarely touch Start Distance. Scene fog is set to End 

Distance of 500. 

 

Sun Shafts: I have provided an example Shafts Caster in the Demo. You can see here that it is 

connected in the script. I turn this on and off during the day hours when the Sun Intensity is 

above 1.0. This allows the script to work properly. This is also turned on in interiors for nice 

effect. 

 


